Creative works, whether paintings or memes, follow unique journeys that result in their final form. Understanding these journeys, a process known as "provenance analysis," provides rich insights into the use, motivation, and authenticity underlying any given work. The application of this type of study to the expanse of unregulated content on the Internet is what we consider in this paper. Provenance analysis provides a snapshot of the chronology and validity of content as it is uploaded, re-uploaded, and modified over time. Although still in its infancy, automated provenance analysis for online multimedia is already being applied to different types of content. Most current works seek to build provenance graphs based on the shared content between images or videos. This can be a computationally expensive task, especially when considering the vast influx of content that the Internet sees every day. Utilizing non-contentbased information, such as timestamps, geotags, and camera IDs can help provide important insights into the path a particular image or video has traveled during its time on the Internet without large computational overhead. This paper 1 tests the scope and applicability of metadata-based inferences for provenance graph construction in two different scenarios: digital image forensics and cultural analytics.
Introduction
Understanding the story behind a visual object is an activity of broad interest. Whether it is determining the palette used to make a painting, the style of a sculptor, or the authenticity of an artwork, deriving the origin and composition of the object at hand has been a difficult but important task for many examiners. Subtle clues derived from the nature of works of art have long been used to provide answers to provenance related questions [7] . Off-white colors [57] . The transformations can be as simple as increasing the brightness or as complex as multi-composition. In this paper, we consider the incorporation of meta-data to improve the construction of such graphs. found in the painting Darby and Joan by Laurence Stephen Lowry brought into question its authenticity [9] . Lead content in the paint of Danseuse Bleue et Contrebasses and careful scrutiny of the painter's signature allowed experts to rightly restore the validity of Edgar Degas's most famous work [8] . Provenance analysis of this sort has helped historians, cultural analysts and art enthusiasts to analyze the origin, content and growth of works such as these. Although the techniques used to perform provenance analysis have evolved over time [24] , it is, in general, still an unsolved problem [60] . In the domain of art history, it is one of the most active and important areas of research [61] as there are still complicated cases where provenance has yet to be established (e.g., the painting Bords de la Seineà Argenteuil [48] ) and new avenues for the interpretation of relationships between artworks.
The above case studies might lead one to believe that provenance analysis is a tool to decipher events far in the past. On the contrary, with the growth in popularity of online digital media, the need for provenance analysis has never been more timely. Current social sentiment can often only be fully understood within the context of online memes and other viral movements [56] . Further, as the lines between real and fake images blur, the extent to which these types of online phenomena can be deployed towards the deception of the public has become deeply concerning [30] . With high quality cameras and image editing software at anybody's disposal, photographs have become easier to forge than paintings or sculptures. We have reached a point where digital forgeries can be produced with finegrained detail, down to photographic style and sensor noise [46, 41] . These advancements in anti-forensics undermine the content's credibility, ownership, and authenticity. The current scale at which images and videos are shared requires an automated way of answering such questions.
Image processing and computer vision techniques can be employed to detect correspondences between images or other digital art forms [44, 6, 65] . This kind of correspondence can range from object matching in images [43] to comparing the style [27] and semantics [54] of the two. Provenance analysis can be thought of as ordering pair similarities between multiple image pair sets, and is therefore a natural extension to pairwise image comparison. These subsequent ordered parings can be modeled as a graph, where each edge denotes a correspondence between a pair, and the end vertices of the edge signify the two respective images. An example of such a graph can be seen in Figure 1 . This example shows that a provenance analysis algorithm could be analyzing multiple very close-looking realistic versions of the same visual object. Complex scenarios like this can make content-based similarity metrics unreliable.
Due to the vast range of possible versions of a single original image, the metrics for quantifying the similarity between pairs of images can be noisy. Relying solely upon visual cues to order the different versions into a graph can result in poor provenance reconstructions [10, 49] . Therefore, it becomes pertinent to utilize other sources of data to determine connections. For example, it is difficult to point out a semantic difference between the two images in Figure 2 , but the images can be differentiated by inspecting the metadata of the image files. Such a pair of images can be termed semantically similar, as they are related to each other in a semantic way but do not originate from the same source [53, 10] . Matching difficulty can also arise within sets of near-duplicate images, which are generated from a single origin having undergone a series of transformations (e.g., crop→saturate→desaturate). The pixel-level data within these image sets can exhibit ambiguous provenance directionality. Information beyond pixel-level data may be required to detect differences between such images.
To handle scenarios where image content fails to explain image evolution, file metadata can be used to help fill in the gaps. In this work, we explore the use of commonly present file metadata tags to improve image provenance analysis. We compare these results against image contentbased methods and highlight the advantages and disadvantages of both.
Related Work
Provenance analysis is a widely known and studied phenomenon in various data-based domains such as the semantic web and data warehousing [28, 15, 3, 59] . However, provenance analysis for online multimedia has not been as extensively studied in the existing literature. The types of work most relevant and related to the problem of image provenance analysis come from three established concepts in the digital forensics literature: near-duplicate detection [18, 39] , image splicing detection [20, 5, 36, 16, 32, 14] and image phylogeny [23, 22, 21] . Most of the proposed methods work towards classifying whether an image is a near-duplicate of the query image in a retrieval context and do not determine the original image among the set of the near-duplicates. However, that particular problem has been studied by the image phylogeny community.
Image phylogeny solutions aim at finding kinship relations between different versions of an image [23] . Similar to provenance analysis, image phylogeny limits its representation to a single-root tree with the original image as the root, even though there can be multiple original images contributing towards the creation of an image. The algorithm receives a query image and outputs the Image Phylogeny Tree (IPT). That method has also been extended to handle multiple (two) roots by taking spliced images into consideration [53] . An example of this multiple parent scenario can be observed in Figure 1 where four images (donors) contribute to the content of the central composite image. A constraint of these image phylogeny approaches that solve very specific cases of image provenance analysis is that they have dealt with constrained datasets using a limited set of transformations and image formats [37, 21] . In addition to that, most of them only consider two images to form a composite, thereby limiting the solutions for large-scale general applicability. Thus new image provenance algorithms must generalize and be evaluated across different forgery datasets, image transformations, file formats and image resolutions to be applicable in real-world situations.
As a step towards a more general framework for image provenance analysis inspired by image phylogeny works, recent work on undirected provenance graph construction [10] adopted a more general taxonomy and dataset proposed by the American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [52] . It offered the U-phylogeny pipeline as a preliminary approach towards solving provenance analysis, which is not restricted to either a closed set of image transformations, or the number of donor images to form multi-parent composites. Results are presented for scenarios with and without the presence of distractors (images that are not related to the provenance history of the query image) showing the approach to be tolerant to irrelevant images. A limitation of the U-phylogeny approach is that it does not provide a directed provenance graph, which is required to understand the evolution of the media object.
In order to overcome the direction limitation and propose a scalable approach, a more complete end-to-end pipeline for image provenance analysis was described in [49] . That method for graph construction first builds dissimilarity matrices based on local image features, and then employs hierarchical clustering to group nodes and draw edges within the final provenance graph. As stated in Section 1, relying solely on image content can lead to noisy edge inference. This is especially true for directed edges, which have been shown to be more difficult to derive than undirected edges [10, 49] . An option for addressing this is the use of metadata related to the images. File metadata has been predominantly used for data and software provenance analysis [1, 3, 28] , as such information reveals important clues about a file that cannot be directly derived from the data. Secondly, metadata related to online posts which include images can also be utilized for this purpose.
In the image domain, metadata often stores information regarding the device used to capture the image and the software used to process the image. Information provided by these types of tags has been utilized to improve the effec-tiveness of tasks such as image grouping [35, 42] , contentbased image retrieval [2, 64] , photo classification [13] , image annotation [38] and copyright protection [31] . Among these, algorithms establishing semantic correspondences between images, such as automatic grouping or classification, may utilize tags such as date, location, content originator, camera type and scene type [33] whereas those that detect tampering may rely on detecting inconsistencies within the values of these and other tags containing source and copyright information [17, 31] . While metadata has been successfully used for forensics tasks in the past [11, 26, 32, 45] , it has not been used for provenance analysis before.
Proposed Approach
Image provenance analysis algorithms aim at constructing a provenance graph with related images, given a query image. The provenance graph [49] is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where each node corresponds to an image in the set of related images and the edges stand for the relationship of sharing duplicate content. The direction of an edge denotes the direction of the flow of content between each pair of images and the overall provenance case. In this section, we explain in detail each of the three stages (as seen in Figure. 3) of image provenance analysis used in the proposed approach.
Filtering
The first step required to perform provenance analysis for a given query image involves collecting the set of top-k relevant images. In this work, we follow the solution proposed in [49] , which selects a subset of a large source of images (such as millions of images from the Internet), whose elements include samples sharing full content with the query with slight modifications (i.e., nearduplicate images), samples sharing partial content with the query in any form (single or multiple foreground objects, or background), and samples transitively related to the query (e.g., near duplicates of the images sharing content with the query). In summary, this solution utilizes Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) to store local Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [6] in an Inverted File index (IVF), with a large number (e.g., ∼400k) of representative centroids. Each image is described through at most 5k SURF features, which are fed to constitute the IVF index. To search the index, multi-stage query expansion is utilized. The first stage mainly retrieves the hosts, while the second stage retrieves donors; further stages retrieve the images transitively related to the query, by replacing the original query with samples retrieved in the previous stages. 
Adjacency Matrix Computation
Upon receiving the set of top-k related images, denoted by R, to the query image Q, we build N × N (here, N = |R| +1) adjacency matrices D, in which each indexed value D[i, j] is the similarity (or dissimilarity) quotient between images i and j. The full matrices are obtained by comparing (n 2 − n)/2 pairs. Different from previous work, though, besides using a matrix that relies solely on visual content, we propose the employment of an additional metadata-based asymmetric adjacency matrix that is used to determine the orientation of the pairwise image relations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work proposing a way to leverage metadata to complement visual information for the problem of provenance analysis.
For visual comparison, the images can be described using interest point detectors and descriptors (such as SURF [6] ) or learned from data using a Convolutional Neural Network. Image description for provenance analysis typically avoids using computationally expensive methods such as deep learning because of scalability concerns [65] . An empirical evaluation we conducted comparing SURF [6] and ShuffleNet [66] , one of the most efficient deep learning frameworks, highlights this. Ignoring training time, Shuf-fleNet took 3.5 minutes to describe 10k images using two Nvidia Quadro GPUs, while SURF (a C++ implementation) took 39 seconds for the same images using one GPU. This motivates the usage of SURF-based detection and description of keypoints for the visual comparison between images. Once the images are described, for each image pair, the p most relevant interest points of each image are matched using brute-force pairwise comparison based on the L2 distance between the descriptors. The best matched correspondences are filtered to retain the geometrically consistent ones, as described in [10] . As a consequence, a symmetric adjacency matrix is obtained with the quantity of matched interest points between each pair of images.
Commonly, the value of mutual information is used as the degree of pairwise association between images, or as asymmetric weights of the edges in a complete graph among the N images, with no self loops [49] . In this work, in order to incorporate metadata information at this stage, we introduce a heuristic-based normalized voting to attribute weights to each pairwise image relationship. The voting method is chosen as a complement to the similarity comparison in the visual domain. The heuristics used to obtain the scores for each pair are straightforward metadata-related assumptions in the context of image provenance and rely upon the content of the tags. They include:
Date.
To check for the temporal order of content creation, we individually compare the date-related tags -DateTimeOriginal, ModifyDate and CreateDate. Considering two images i and j, for each one of the three dates, whenever available, the provenance relation (i, j) gets one vote if the date of image i is earlier or equal than the respective date of image j. The relationship in the opposite direction (j, i) is also analogously evaluated.
Location. Near-duplicates of an image (e.g., cropped versions) should have the same geographic location as the original one. Hence, we cast one vote for the pairwise image relationship (i, j), and one vote for the relationship (j, i), if image i shares with image j exactly the same non-null values for the four location-related tags -GPSLatitude, GPSLatitudeRef, GPSLongitude, GPSLongitudeRef. Although this does not help to define the direction of the provenance between images i and j, since both (i, j) and (j, i) relationships get one vote, it does help to give them more weight than the other image pairs that do not share location content. In addition, in very complex image compositions where there is not a clear presence of a foreground donor, the location-related metadata tags might be null or missing, contrary to the donors of the composition. Thus, we alternatively cast one vote to the relationship (i, j), if image i has non-null location information and image j is missing it.
Camera. We propose to use camera-based metadata information in a way that is analogous to the location case. If image i and image j share the same non-null content for the camera's Make, Model and Software tags simultaneously, we cast one vote for both the (i, j) and (j, i) relationships, suggesting near-duplication that maintained image metadata. Similarly, we cast one vote to (i, j) if image i has camera information and image j does not.
Editing. We use the editing-related metadata tags to figure out if either image i or image j were ever manipulated. Given that the provenance direction might occur from a non-manipulated to a manipulated image, we give one vote to the relationship (i, j) if image j has information for any of the ProcessingSoftware, Artist, HostComputer, ImageResources. The relationship in the opposite direction (j, i) is also evaluated in the same manner.
Thumbnail. We extract the respective thumbnails of images i and j. If the thumbnails are exactly the same, both relationships (i, j) and (j, i) get one vote, since it means one image might be generated from the other. Alternatively, if image i has a thumbnail and image j does not have one, then the relationship (i, j) gets one vote, indicating that image i is probably the original one.
These heuristics are used to generate a metadata-based image pairwise adjacency matrix M . For instance, taking images i and j and the possible provenance relationship from i to j, whenever a heuristic is satisfied, the respective value M [i, j] is increased in one unity, meaning the cast of one vote to the (i, j) relationship.
Aiming to keep the solution as widely applicable as possible, the tags are selected based on their availability and relevance to the provenance problem. An example of such relevance has been shown in Figure 4 . It depicts an image pair example that is directionally ambiguous. After performing interest-point-based pairwise analysis between the two images in Figure 4 (a), a valid argument for either a splicing (left-to-right edge) or removal (right-to-left edge) operation between the two could be made. Utilizing the "DateTimeOriginal" tag from both images disambiguates the relationship, revealing that the lion was indeed spliced into the image at a later time. While a large array of metadata tags are often present in many images, only a small subset of these tags provide pertinent information useful for discerning inter-image relationships. Furthermore, using tags provided by only specific camera firmwares or only applicable for certain formats (e.g., JPEG) reduces the generalizability of the proposed approach. The tags mentioned here are EXIF tags (details provided in supplemental material) but the information provided by their values is what holds relevance to provenance. In case EXIF metadata is missing or tampered, information provided by online image posts, such as date of submission, can also be utilized in a similar way.
Graph Construction
Based on the values of the adjacency matrix, the final graph construction step chooses the most feasible set of directed edges (i.e., the set of edges that best represents the sequence of image operations). Each chosen directed edge denotes a parent-child relationship in the graph.
Once the vision-based and metadata-based adjacency matrices are available, one can either individually use them to directly generate a provenance graph, through, for example, the application of Kruskal's Maximum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm [40] , or, as we are proposing, use a specialized algorithm for constructing a directed provenance graph, such as clustered provenance graph expansion, proposed in [49] . In the latter case, we suggest using the metadata-based asymmetric adjacency matrix to determine the directions of the edges. In the experiments herein re-ported, we investigate both strategies. In the end, the output graph can be represented as a binary adjacency matrix (BAM). BAM[i, j] is set to 1 whenever there is an edge between images i and j, indicating i → j flow of content.
Understandably, none of the proposed rules guarantee correct inference as metadata can be manipulated, wrong or missing. Using multiple tags reduces the impact of an incorrect inference and makes the process more robust. To mitigate circumstances where file metadata is unavailable, we demonstrate provenance in an online setting in our experiments using an alternative approach that can harvest metadata from website users' comments as opposed to the file itself. In both scenarios, the proposed approach is designed to tolerate events such as data tampering. As the metadatacompliance score is a cumulative score metric, each rule and the corresponding tags contribute to the value used to make the edge decision.
Experimental Setup
Here we detail the two evaluation scenarios and describe the characteristics of the corresponding datasets.
Provenance Analysis for Digital Forensics
NIST has recently released a dataset curated for the tasks of provenance image filtering and graph construction in a forensics context, which is devoid of most of the limitations of the existing datasets. Similar to the experimental setup described in [49] , we rely on the development partition of this dataset since it provides a full set of groundtruth graphs. Named NC2017-Dev1-Beta4, the dataset contains 65 queries, and the ground-truth is released in the form of journals depicting provenance graphs. The provenance graph journals were created manually with the help of a proprietary image-editing journaling tool. The graphs include links corresponding to simple image transformations such as cropping, scaling, sharpening, blurring, and rotation, to complex ones such as splicing from multiple sources and object removal. The total number of related images per case ranges from [2, 81] . In addition to the images relevant to the provenance of each of the query images, the dataset also contains distractors (i.e., images not related to any query).
Following the protocol proposed by NIST [51], we perform both end-to-end and oracle-filter provenance analysis over this dataset. End-to-end analysis requires performing provenance filtering prior to graph construction [55] . In this case, for each query image, graphs are built upon a list of ranked images that might include distractors and miss genuinely related images due to imperfect image filtering. To obtain these filtered image rank lists, we employ the best solution proposed in [49] and retrieve the top-100 ranked images to the query, which may contain unrelated distractors. Conversely, the oracle analysis does not require a filtering step, but instead starts with perfect ranks, i.e., ranks containing all the relevant images and no distractors.
Orthogonal to the end-to-end versus oracle comparison, we also compare results for both metadata only and visual + metadata solutions. When using only metadata, we compute the vote-based metadata adjacency matrix, as explained in Section 3.2. We use ExifTool [29] to perform file metadata extraction. A table listing the tags used and their details has been provided in the supplemental material. Once the adjacency matrix is computed, we apply Kruskal's maximum spanning tree algorithm [40] to obtain the final provenance graph.
For fused metadata and visual solutions, we start with visual content-based adjacency matrices, which are generated according to the method explained in Section 3. We perform two different computations, one based on SURF [6] and the other based on Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [47] . Both solutions were proposed and evaluated in [49] , hence we follow their pipeline: (1) extraction of at most 5k interest points (either with SURF or MSER), (2) computation of adjacency matrices based on the number of geometrically consistent interest-point matches, (3) computation of adjacency matrices based on mutual information, and (4) application of the cluster-based method for generating provenance graphs. For combining visual content and metadata, we proceed as suggested in Section 3: within the cluster-based algorithm, in the step of establishing the directions of edges, instead of using the mutual-informationbased adjacency matrix [49] , we consider the metadatabased one and keep the directions with more votes.
The provenance graphs generated using the proposed approach for both oracle and end-to-end scenarios are evaluated using the metrics proposed by NIST for the provenance task [52] . The metrics focus on comparing the nodes and edges from both ground-truth and candidate graphs. The corresponding measures of Vertex Overlap (VO) and Edge Overlap (EO) are the harmonic mean of precision and recall (F1 score) for the nodes and edges retrieved by our method. In addition to these, a unified metric representing one score for the graph overlap namely the Vertex Edge Overlap (VEO) is also reported. The VEO is the combined F1 score for nodes and edges. All the metrics are computed through the NIST MediScore tool [50] . The values of these metrics lie in the range [0, 1] where higher values are better.
Provenance Analysis for Cultural Analytics
To include experiments with more realistic examples, we also evaluate the approaches from Section 3 on the Reddit dataset introduced in [49] and maintained at [19] . This dataset contains provenance cases created from images extracted from the photoshopbattles community on the Reddit website [57] . This community provides a platform for users to experiment with image manipulation in a friendly context. Each thread begins with a single image submitted by one user, which serves as the base image for the manipu- Table 1 . Results of provenance graph construction over the NIST NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset. We report the mean and the standard deviation for the metrics on the provided 65 queries. Visual results are from Moreira et al. [49] . Best results are in bold. lations of others, whose contributions appear as comments on the original post. For the purpose of provenance, Moreira et al. [49] utilize this comment structure to obtain 184 provenance graphs with an average graph order of 56. For the sake of fair comparison, we evaluate the variants of the proposed approach on the exact same set. The full set of images from Reddit do not contain distractors. This restricts our experiments for provenance analysis in this setting to oracle-filter analysis only, in contrast to the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset.
Since the images in the Reddit dataset are collected from the web, the availability of metadata is restricted by the policies of the Reddit website and image hosting services, such as imgur.com [34] . For that reason, the metadata extraction through ExifTool [29] does not deliver useful tags for provenance analysis. As an alternative, we use the Reddit users' comments and posts to estimate the date and time of image uploads, thus treating them as DateTimeOriginal values, making it possible to invoke the date-based heuristics.
Here, one important comment can be made about the restricted availability of metadata and the apparent limited possibility of application of the present solution. Although metadata might not be available to the general public, image hosting websites might still be storing them, hence being able to apply the method in their headquarters or under legal demand. Other image hosting websites such as Flickr and Picasa can be used as image sources that preserve metadata tags, but they do not provide structured information for provenance ground-truth extraction. This promotes Reddit as a choice for obtaining graphs and evaluating provenance in a cultural setting. To evaluate our experimental results on the Reddit dataset, we employ the same metrics and scorer used in the case of the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset.
Experimental Results
The experiments performed on both datasets show that utilizing knowledge from metadata helps in the process of edge inference for provenance. As it can be observed from the values reported in Table 1 , the proposed method significantly improves total edge overlap, and thereby total graph overlap, since it uses image-content-based information to initially establish connections between images, then relies on metadata to refine edge direction. The tags and checks used in this work yield an edge overlap of 44.5% and graph overlap (VEO) of ∼70% for provenance in the oracle scenario, improving notably over current state-of-the-art [49] by ∼15 percentage points (pp). More notably, metadata fusion provides a ∼30pp increase in EO in the oracle cases, when compared to [49] .
In the end-to-end scenario, metadata usage also shows improvements in edge overlap by ∼3pp, aiding the overall graph overlap to reach >60%. Provenance analysis solutions thus far have struggled at obtaining good edge reconstruction, as can be seen from the disparity between the vertex and edge overlap. Furthermore, the addition of distractors reduces performance by ∼5pp, implying that semantically similar images within the distractor sets can lead to high inter-image similarity between pairs that should not be related. This can negatively impact greedy graph construction approaches. Some success and failure provenance cases are presented in the supplemental material, including the graph visualizations.
To understand the contribution of each type of metadata information, we conduct an ablation study on the oracle and end-to-end scenarios using the Visual+Metadata, Cluster-SURF method from Section 4.1. We perform the experiment seven times, for each scenario, using only a subset of heuristics for each run. Results are presented in Table 2 . In the oracle scenario, while all five tags individually benefit graph EO, the date-based one performs best, followed by thumbnail usage. For that reason, we also present, in the last two rows of Table 2 , the results of having all heuristics combined except for date (to assess the impact of avoiding the best one), as well as combination of date and thumbnail (the two best ones). Indeed, the date-based heuristic alone slightly surpasses the combination of heuristics, in this particular dataset and scenario. In the end-to-end scenario, in turn, observations are somewhat different. Metadata tags alone do not improve the results of the visual solution, except for date and the date-thumbnail fusion, with the latter showing the best results. Again, this might be particular to the dataset, where the added distractors probably present more unreliable metadata (due to tampering or removal). That reveals the importance of combining tags, since it leads to a more robust solution to metadata tampering. Provenance analysis becomes significantly more difficult when dealing with real-world scenarios, such as those presented in the Reddit dataset. Although metadata doubles the number of correctly retrieved edges, as seen in Table 3 , the edge overlap is still much lower than for the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset. In the Reddit cases, images can be connected by visual puns, inside jokes, and purely associative content without any direct visual correspondence between them. This is very common in meme-style imagery. Understanding the quirks and sentiments of human language can further help provenance analysis in these contexts, but it has not yet been explored. To perform complex relationship retrieval using image provenance analysis, input from other modalities, such as text comments, may be required.
Since all experiments calculate initial correspondences using only visual image content, the purely visual method and visual + metadata based method perform identically with respect to VO. This metric is generally high with a low standard deviation whereas the EO has very high standard deviation. Due to the vast range of possible transformations, the provenance analysis approaches are not able to detect and map certain image relationships as well as others. The results of the experiments for both scenarios show that SURF detections for image matching are better than MSER detections, which is consistent with the results in [49] .
Discussion
Image metadata is a valuable asset for improving results for vision-based problems such as image retrieval [58] , semantic segmentation [4] , and manipulation detection [32] . Our work demonstrates that the task of image provenance analysis also benefits from metadata. External context can corroborate evidence from purely visual techniques, creating an overall better solution to provenance graph reconstruction.
In addition to utilizing information that cannot be derived from the images themselves, metadata-based approaches are computationally very cheap. Furthermore, unlike complex, data-driven, vision-based techniques that require large amounts of training resources, methods like ours require no training at all. Such methods can be deployed easily on a large scale, incurring very little performance overhead. Approaches that require large amounts of training data can suffer due to the relatively small sizes of currently available provenance datasets. And most datasets published in this field so far are indeed small.
Even though external information can improve imagebased approaches, provenance analysis is still far from being solved. This work only presents a preliminary exploration of utilizing metadata in provenance analysis. While our results show improvement, metadata-based approaches have higher chances of being rendered unreliable due to their absence or manipulation. Further advancements in solving the problem must focus on the examination of content-derived metadata as well. Future work could include estimating missing metadata information from the content and available tags [25, 62] . For now, our findings suggest that image-content-based methods should be the fallback option, as metadata alone is more useful for determining edge directions instead of edge selection. We surmise that going forward, the best provenance approaches should rely primarily on image content, but utilize metadata analysis as a secondary refinement system in scenarios where it is present and provides ample evidence.
